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Abstract Fluid pressure is a key parameter in earthquake mechanics, controlling seismic failure and plate
coupling in convergent zones. Yet fluid pressure is also extremely difficult to quantify at seismogenic depth,
which limits our knowledge of the stress state in accretionary prisms. Here, we show that the geochemical
record of exhumed hydrothermal quartz veins may be used to place quantitative bounds on fluid pressure
variations in subduction zones. The studied veins come from sediments accreted and exhumed by plate
convergence in southwestern Japan. Quartz in veins displays growth rims of contrasted bright blue/dark brown
cathodoluminescence (CL) colors, high/low Al concentrations, and low/high fluid inclusion abundance.
Because Si-Al substitution (and charge compensation by Li) strongly depends on the rate of quartz precipitation
and Si solubility, Al-Li concentrations must be sensitive to fluid pressure. This is confirmed by fluid inclusions,
the density of which, converted into trapping pressures, record fluid pressure drops by up to ∼70 MPa from
CL-brown, Al-Li-poor rims to CL-blue, Al-Li-rich quartz rims. CL-blue rims grow at a fast rate, high Si
supersaturation and low fluid pressure whereas CL-brown rims grow at a slower pace, lower Si supersaturation,
and higher fluid pressure. Quartz trace element chemistry thus offers a promising tool to quantify deep fluid
pressure variations and their relationships to earthquakes.
Plain Language Summary Rocks at depth contain a small proportion of cavities filled with a fluid.
The pressure of this cavity-filling fluid plays a major role in earthquakes generation. Nonetheless, measuring
fluid pressure at depth is extremely difficult. One method relies on the analysis of fluid inclusions trapped
at depth, but it is plagued by the possible modifications of their properties (i.e., their reequilibration) during
exhumation. In this study we have conjointly analyzed, in japanese deformation zones, methane-rich fluid
inclusions and the chemical composition of their quartz crystal hosts, which grew contemporaneously. We
observed, in the quartz, growth rims, pointing to a succession of growth increments, with either a large or a low
concentration in aluminum, a trace element in quartz. The Al-richer/poorer growth rims contain fluid inclusions
that in average record lower/higher fluid pressure, respectively. As a consequence of the correlation between
fluid pressure and aluminum content in quartz, the latter signal appears as a new proxy of fluid pressure
at depth. It bears the large advantage, with respect to fluid inclusions, not to be affected by reequilibration
processes that erase the original message from the depth. The temporal variations in aluminum/fluid pressure
are interpreted as the result of the seismic cycle.
1. Introduction
Pore fluid pressure in rocks is an essential parameter in the dynamics of subduction zones, yet one of the most
difficult to quantify at seismogenic depth. For instance, as predicted by the critical taper theory of accretionary
wedges (Dahlen, 1990), the fluid pressure field controls the general architecture of wedges and the distribution
of the fault zones they contain (Mourgues & Cobbold, 2006). During seismic slip, fluid pressure is also involved
in dynamic feedback processes that influence the behavior of the principal slip zone of faults (Rice, 2006). In
the post-seismic stage, coseismic fracturing modifies the fluid pressure over a large volume of rock surrounding
faults (the so-called fault-valve model of Sibson (1994)), which in turn may impact the location and magnitude of
aftershocks. More generally, the level of fluid pressure, as inferred from Vp/Vs ratios, seems to be a major control
on the seismic versus aseismic character of the plate interface in subduction zones (Audet & Schwartz, 2013;
Moreno et al., 2014). Below the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone, high fluid pressure coincides broadly
with the location of deep episodic tremor and slip (ETS) events (Audet & Kim, 2016).
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For all these reasons, decades of research have been devoted to the determination of spatial and temporal fluid
pressure variations in subduction zones. At depths greater than a few kilometers, fluid pressure can only be
estimated via indirect methods such as seismic tomography (Kodaira et al., 2004), or from the study of exhumed
rocks from ancient subduction zones. In this second category, fluid inclusions, which represent true samples of
fluids trapped at depth in minerals, have been widely used as a proxy to estimate the pore pressure in deforming
rocks. Several fluid inclusion studies focused on tectonic areas have concluded to the existence of large pressure variations up to ∼200 MPa (Berger & Herwegh, 2019; Herrington & Wilkinson, 1993; Mullis, 1979, 1988;
Robert et al., 1995; Vrojlik, 1987; Weatherley & Wenley, 2013; Wilkinson & Johnston, 1996), on the basis of
large ranges in fluid isochores or unmixing of fluids as a result of sudden pressure drops.
Despite these successes, the use of fluid inclusions as proxies for fluid pressure suffers severe limitations, because
of possible post-entrapment reequilibration during exhumation. Aqueous fluid inclusions are particularly prone
to such reequilibration because of (a) the solvent action of water on many host minerals (Bodnar, 2003), leading
to dissolution-precipitation of inclusion walls (Lambrecht & Diamond, 2014), (b) leakage by diffusion of H2O
from the cavity (Hall & Sterner, 1993; Vityk et al., 2000), or (iii) plastic deformation of the cavity wall enhanced
by hydrolitic weakening (Vityk et al., 2000). As a result, the fluid pressure reconstructed from fluid inclusion
properties is in many cases modified after entrapment, especially in exhumed accretionary prisms (Raimbourg
et al., 2018). Additional tools would thus be extremely valuable to supplement or replace fluid inclusions as
proxies for fluid pressure and its changes in time in exhumed rocks.
The purpose of this work is to propose an alternative and complementary approach to investigate fluid pressure
variations in deformed and exhumed rocks, relying not only on fluid inclusions but also on the trace element
chemistry of their host crystal. Hydrothermal quartz veins with growth zoning is a microstructure that formed
contemporaneously with brittle deformation (T < 300°C) in accreted sediments (Mullis, 1975; Raimbourg
et al., 2018, 2021; Vrojlik, 1987). Taking exhumed veins from the paleo-accretionary prism of southwestern
Japan as examples, we jointly measured the pore pressure record of methane-rich fluid inclusions (much less
prone to reequilibration than H2O-rich inclusions (Vityk & Bodnar, 1995a; Vityk et al., 1994)) and the trace-element composition of their host quartz. Our results suggest that quartz trace element chemistry is sensitive to pore
pressure variations, which may provide a new tool to quantitatively estimate fluid pressure in exhumed rocks.

2. Sample Selection and Results
Three hydrothermal quartz vein samples from an exhumed accretionary prism were selected for a joint analysis
of fluid inclusions and trace element compositions (Table S2 in Supporting Information S1). The three veins
come from strongly deformed rocks near major fault zones belonging to the Shimanto Belt in Japan and constitute
either the core of faults/shear bands, or mode I tension cracks formed in the vicinity of faults/shear bands. Quartz
veins are considered in all three examples as the result of silica precipitation from water filling the deformation
structures.
The Shimanto Belt is a paleo-accretionary prism located landward from the modern subduction margin bordering
SW Japan (Taira et al., 1988). Sample 2018NOB2-grain2 comes from top-to-the-SE, meter-scale faults in the
Coherent Hyuga, in the footwall of the Oyabu Thrust (Imai et al., 1975). Sample NB25_46 comes from quartz
veins in the Hyuga Tectonic Mélange, in the footwall of the Nobeoka Tectonic Line (NTL), a major fault on
Kyushu Island, exposed along the eastern coast, near the city of Nobeoka (Murata, 1997). Sample HN441A
comes from a shear band in the upper section of the Mugi Mélange, on the island of Shikoku, and is located close
to the Minami-Awa fault, the mélange roof thrust (Ikesawa et al., 2005). Both the NTL and Minami-Awa faults
contain in their cores layers interpreted as pseudotachylytes formed during seismic slip (Hasegawa et al., 2019;
Ujiie et al., 2007).
All three vein samples are kinematically consistent with the top-to-the-SE shear deformation prevalent in their
host mélange, interpreted as reflecting deformation along the plate interface as well as within the accretionary
prism (Raimbourg et al., 2014, 2017, 2019). Such deformation resulted in horizontal shortening and burial, hence
presumably coincided with the peak in pressure-temperature conditions. We therefore assign the growth of the
veins considered here to the peak in temperature conditions, as determined by Raman Spectra of Carbonaceous
Material (RSCM) around 210°C for the three samples (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1).
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Figure 1. Quartz crystals showing growth rims microstructures in deformation veins from the Shimanto Belt, Japan
(HN441A, top; 2018NOB2E_grain2, middle; NB25_46, bottom). (a) Optical microscope pictures (where blue and brown
outlines refer to the methane-rich fluid inclusions analyzed and associated with cathodoluminescence (CL)-blue and
CL-brown quartz, respectively), (b) cathodoluminescence (CL) images, and (c) electron probe micro-analysis maps of Al
concentration. Contrasts in luminescence underline growth structures (as well as fractures in bottom sample), with alternating
rims of bright blue luminescence and dark brown luminescence. The domains of quartz with bright CL-blue colors have also
a much higher abundance of fluid inclusions than CL-brown domains. Bright CL-blue domains have also a systematically
higher Al concentration than dark CL-brown rims.

These samples were selected based on two criteria. The first criterion is the presence of growth rims in quartz,
attesting to changes in thermodynamic conditions during precipitation-induced crystal growth. The three vein
samples contain elongated quartz crystals, some of them up to 1 cm-long, with faceted terminations toward the
core of the vein. The growth rims follow the crystallographic orientations of euhedral quartz (Figure 1). Under
cathodoluminescence (CL), growth rims appear as alternating bright blue and dark brown colors.
As a second criterion, the quartz vein samples were selected for their abundant content in methane-rich fluid
inclusions. Most of them are primary (i.e., trapped during crystal growth), as their distribution follows the growth
RAIMBOURG ET AL.
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rim patterns of quartz. Only these methane-rich fluid inclusions were considered in the present study in order
to minimize the bias of post-entrapment reequilibration that often affects H2O-rich fluid inclusions (Vityk &
Bodnar, 1995a; Vityk et al., 1994). Methane-rich fluid inclusions have sizes that vary from ∼1 μm to a few
microns (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).
We analyzed with Raman spectroscopy the gas phase in the methane-rich fluid inclusions trapped within quartz
growth rims in order to reconstruct their trapping pressure (Mullis, 1979). The position of the sharp Raman peak
of methane depends on the density of the fluid inclusion (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). In turn, the
density of the fluid inclusions at ambient temperature can be used to compute an isochoric line in P-T space. The
pressure of trapping may then be deduced by projecting the temperature of trapping, if known, onto the isochoric
line. To do so, we used the aforementioned host rock peak temperature of 210°C, which is assumed to represent
the trapping temperature of the fluid inclusions. In the three examples analyzed and irrespective of the CL-color
of quartz, the distribution of density is relatively wide, pointing to relative variable conditions of fluid pressure
in space and time (Figure 2). Nevertheless, in all three examples, CL-blue quartz rims contain fluid inclusions
with lower density values than those in CL-brown quartz rims, as reflected in the decrease in median and average
density. After computation of trapping pressures from isochoric lines, for each example, the median pressure is
shifted toward lower values in CL-blue quartz rims than in CL-brown rims (Figure 3). The shift is significant,
from ∼25 to ∼70 MPa, depending on the sample, and larger than the uncertainty in measurements (Text S1 in
Supporting Information S1).
In tandem with the fluid inclusion analysis, the trace element chemistry of quartz within growth rims was
constrained quantitatively with electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) mapping (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). These maps reveal that CL-blue growth rims have systematically higher Al2O3 concentrations than
CL-brown rims. CL-blue rims thus correspond not only to lower trapping pressures of fluid inclusions but also to
higher incorporation of Al in quartz than CL-brown rims. The differences between CL-blue and CL-brown rims
amount to 0.18, 0.21 and 0.28 wt% in the three samples (Figure 3). Furthermore, across the three samples, the
difference in median Al2O3 concentration between the two types of growth rims correlates with the difference in
median pressure recorded in the fluid inclusions. In other words, larger fluid pressure variations are correlated
with larger variations in Al concentration during crystal growth.

3. Discussion
The systematic difference in fluid inclusion densities in growth rims from the three samples attest to fluid pressure fluctuations during quartz precipitation, vein development, and deformation of the Japanese accretionary
prism. CL-brown quartz rims crystallize at higher values of fluid pressure whereas CL-blue quartz rims are
related to fluid pressure drops (Figure 4).
We suggest that such fluid pressure fluctuations are responsible for the contrasted CL colors and their variations
in Al concentration. Indeed, crystal zoning during mineral precipitation from a melt or an aqueous solution has
been interpreted as being controlled to a large extent by the rate of crystal growth (Merinero et al., 2009; Welsch
et al., 2013, 2014). Fluid pressure drop leads to high silica oversaturation and elevated growth rate. In turn, rapid
crystal growth is accompanied by a higher incorporation of impurities, such as fluid inclusions, Al and Li (Ihinger
& Zink, 2000), and by a bright and blue cathodoluminescence. With time, the subsequent recovery of higher fluid
pressure reduces the supersaturation of Si and the crystal growth rate. Accordingly, in this stage, a slower growth
results in fewer substitutions of Si by Al and other trace elements (in particular the charge-compensating Li, for
example, Raimbourg et al. (2021)), yielding rims of dark brown quartz under CL.
Similarly to the present study, cyclical patterns of growth have already been described in vein quartz, either
from CL imaging (Wilkinson & Johnston, 1996) or from crack-seal microstructures (Fisher & Brantley, 2014;
Ramsay, 1980). In addition, models of rapid quartz growth in veins due to fluid pressure drops have also been
proposed (Berger & Herwegh, 2019; Weatherley & Wenley, 2013) and supported by fluid inclusion data (Robert
et al., 1995; Vrojlik, 1987; Wilkinson & Johnston, 1996). Nonetheless, the present work is the first to tie all these
elements together and to demonstrate that growth rims in quartz veins and their CL colors, fluctuating fluid
inclusion abundances, and Al-zoning can all be explained by variations in fluid pressure during syn-deformation
vein development.
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Figure 2. Density histogram of the methane contained in methane-rich fluid inclusions, with a coloring that depends on
the cathodoluminescence (CL)-brown or CL-blue domain of host quartz the inclusions belong to. The methane-filled fluid
inclusions measured are shown as outlines in Figure 1.

The control by a single process explains the quantitative correlation between the amplitude of the fluid pressure
drop recorded by fluid inclusions and the variations in Al concentration in quartz rims (Figure 3). The consequence of this correlation in Figure 3 is that Al concentration in quartz may be considered as a new tool to quantitatively constrain fluid pressure variations during vein development. Considering that the three studied samples
come from strongly deformed rocks near major faults, such fluid pressure variations in time are likely related to
RAIMBOURG ET AL.
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Figure 3. (a) Distribution of pressure for the inclusions from the three samples, extrapolated from inclusion density measured by Raman spectroscopy assuming
T = 210°C. The ΔP between cathodoluminescence (CL)-brown and CL-blue is estimated from the differences in median values. Q1 and Q3 stand for the values of the
first and third quartile of the distribution. (b) Distribution of Al concentration (in correspondence with (A)), processed from EPMA maps using XMapTools (Lanari
et al., 2014, 2019), where one analysis corresponds to one pixel in the EPMA map. The difference in Al concentration (ΔAl) between CL-brown and CL-blue domains
is estimated as the difference between the modes of the distribution. (b) Plot of ΔP as a function of ΔAl for the three samples analyzed.

earthquakes, as proposed in models of the seismic cycle (Sibson, 1994). If so, the growth rims, with their contrast
in trace element chemistry and growth conditions, are therefore a time record of the fluid pressure evolution
during the succession of earthquakes and seismic cycles (Figure 4).
The amount of silica precipitated by a 25–70 MPa fluid pressure drop can be estimated (Text S2 in Supporting
Information S1), following the approach Berger and Herwegh (2019) proposed to account for the formation of
zoned quartz overgrowth (cockades) in alpine fault zones. In cockades as in the present study, the local amount

Figure 4. Model of the record by quartz trace element chemistry of fluid pressure evolution during a seismic cycle. Quartz
veins grow in shear bands and mode I cracks compatible with the kinematics of the convergent zone. The growth results from
repetitions of two-staged sequences, which follow the fluid pressure evolution. During the interseismic period, the pressure is
high, the quartz growth is slow and the crystals incorporate few fluid inclusions and a small concentration of Al. In contrast,
during or just after the large fluid pressure drop that follows earthquakes (« EQ »), the quartz growth is rapid and the crystals
incorporate abundant fluid inclusions and a large concentration of Al that scales with the amplitude of the fluid pressure drop.
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of dissolved silica present in the water filling the fault is not sufficient for the overgrowth to be formed. A flow
of low pressure, silica-oversaturated water is required in the fault core to provide the necessary silica, probably over short (i.e., minute) time-scales as inferred in Berger and Herwegh (2019).
Each of the six populations of fluid inclusions encompasses a large range of fluid pressures (Figure 3). The reasons
for this large range are multifold. One reason is intrinsic to the fluid inclusion record, and results from the fact
that, even within a single growth domain of quartz, fluid inclusions are trapped diachronously during fluid pressure variations. Then, there are extrinsic reasons for the fluid inclusion population to record varying pressures: (a)
Post-entrapment modifications of fluid inclusions, even methane-rich, cannot be ruled out (Bodnar, 2003; Vityk
& Bodnar, 1995a, 1995b; Vityk et al., 1994), these modifications being in some cases impossible to detect by
optical microscopy (Mercury et al., 2021); (b) in the quartz veins considered, fluid inclusions are so abundant
that some of them might be secondary, despite our effort to avoid them. For these extrinsic reasons, we believe
that considering statistical variables such as average or median values, rather than all individual data points in the
distribution, is a more robust analysis.
The amplitude of pressure variations at seismogenic depth recorded in our samples from a Japanese accretionary
prism is in the range 25–70 MPa, similar to or slightly lower than previous estimates from fluid inclusion studies in similar settings (Herrington & Wilkinson, 1993; Mullis, 1979, 1988; Robert et al., 1995; Vrojlik, 1987).
Yet, the amplitude of stress drops after large earthquakes, as inferred from focal mechanisms (Hardebeck, 2012;
Hasegawa et al., 2012) or borehole breakouts (Lin et al., 2013), is at most of the order of 10–15 MPa. Our estimate of fluid pressure variations during earthquake cycles thus remains significantly higher than the stress drop
obtained from geophysical studies. This difference supports the fault-valve model by Sibson (1994), where the
fluid pressure variations are related to the breaching of impermeable barriers by a seismic rupture, rather than the
local stress release in the rocks surrounding a slipping fault. The fault-valve model thus provides a viable mechanism to explain the transport of silica-supersaturated fluids required for the fast growth of CL-blue quartz rims.
The conclusion of our study is that CL imaging and EPMA mapping of syn-tectonic quartz appears as a powerful
marker of fluid pressure changes during seismic deformation (Figure 4). The luminescence cannot yet be used
as a quantitative tool, but Al concentration variations in quartz may provide a quantitative way to assess the
fluid pressure fluctuations. Assessing the trace element chemistry of quartz is much easier and accessible than
microthermometry; it is applicable to any vein, even those devoid of fluid inclusion. In addition, geochemical
zoning and associated luminescence is a signal resistant to post-entrapment alteration, as the low temperature
of the vein quartz considered prevents any significant solid-state diffusion of the trace elements responsible for
the luminescence. Unlike fluid inclusions, prone to reequilibrate after entrapment, the conditions of the deeply
trapped fluid are frozen in the composition of the growth rims as long as Al does not diffuse in quartz (i.e.,
below ∼650°C (Tailby et al., 2018)). Growth rims are a very common feature of quartz crystals formed at low
temperature (below 300–350°C), described in many exhumed convergent zones (Jourdan et al., 2009; Raimbourg
et al., 2018, 2021; Ramseyer & Mullis, 1990). Aluminum mapping of syn-tectonic quartz veins highlighted in our
work offers a promising tool to quantitatively constrain fluid pressure variations in exhumed settings, and especially to further understand earthquake processes in convergent zones. Further progresses require hydrothermal
experiments of quartz growth (for example, Okamoto et al. (2010)) aimed at quantitatively constraining the relationship between fluid pressure variation, oversaturation of the solution and uptake of Al in the growing crystal.
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